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The Phase 1 document on upgrading my 1973 MGB lamps concentrated on putting LED bulbs in interior and exterior 
lamps but not the headlamps. 
 
The Phase 2 document deals with upgrading the headlamps. 
 
The Phase 3 document provides some useful titbits for you if you move toward installing LEDs in headlamps. 
 
This Phase 4 document discovers some anomalies in the wiring harness and associated remedial action. 
 
This started when a number of irregularities were found while converting the car to LED bulbs. Nothing to do with the 
LEDs, just there all along from some previous owner: 

a) The boot courtesy lamp was not operational. 
b) There was a non-harness green wire feeding the rear left indicator. 
c) There was a non-harness green wire from the fuel sender to the fuel gauge. 
d) The fuel sender ground was purple/black not plain black (Mea Culpa – bad eyesight)_ 
e) Of the two red circuits feeding the rear lamp clusters, one was not operational and yet all the lamps worked. 
f) There were several circuit wires that had been clipped off or made ineffective. 
g) Extensions to the fuel pump wires had been made using wrong coloured wires, and made with ScotchLoks. 
h) Several other ScotchLok connectors had been used. 

 
A new rear harness from the OEM supplier, AutoSparks, was the technically correct answer. Unfortunately their backlog 
was in the 6-month range and beyond, and none of the usual suppliers had any in stock and had been told they would not 
be supplied. 
Fortunately AutoSparks had all the necessary components for immediate delivery. I calculated an order and they were 
able to supply in 21 days except they don’t carry the correct crimper. Unfortunately my order for the crimper from a 
neighbouring supplier got lost in the Royal Mail system. The supplier was about to send a replacement 8 weeks later 
when Canada Post acknowledged receipt and it arrived a couple of weeks later. 
AutoSparks has all the wire colour and size combinations you could ever want. NAPA also has many of them and can 
deliver in 24-48 hours. British bullets and connectors are correct for MGs and are a different size to the ones from those 
at the big-box stores. Avoid these latter. 



 
So what exactly were the problems? Remember none of these are rational. And how did they get corrected? 
 

a) Boot courtesy lamp: The Purple (P) feed to the boot had been cut. Run a new P wire from boot to front source. 
b) Rear left indicator: The Green/Red (GR) wire had been cut. Run a new GR wire from boot to front source. 
c) Fuel sender: The Green/Black (GB) wire had been cut. Run a new GB wire from sender to front source. 
d) Ground wire: correct my previous mistake. 
e) Red circuits: one of the red circuits had gone AWOL so a jumper had been placed between the two licence plate 

bulbs. Separated the 2 circuits by removing the jumper. Then installed a new Red (R) wire from boot to front 
source. 

f) Clipped circuits – see above. Seal off the clipped wire ends with heat shrink tubing. 
g) Fuel pump: replace wires with correct colours.  
h) Converted all ScotchLoks and any suspect bullets to new Lucas bullets and connectors, when the crimper arrived. 

 
Lead the wires P, GR and R from boot, through grommet used by the original harness, then under the car. Bundle with the 
GB wire from the sender. Wrapped the new wires P, GR, GB and R together using the correct blue harness tape for my 
year of car. Lead this sub-harness from rear to front clamping it into the rubber guides alongside original harness, and 
then up into engine bay. Finally cut these 4 wires to correct lengths in boot and engine bay for each wire to meet its 
source or destination. Crimp new bullets to the ends and make connections with new connectors or using the original 
connectors. 
 
Given that that was so much fun the Devil has suggested my idle hands turn their attention to the front lamps/horns sub-
harness and re-build it to lengthen some wires that got cut a little too short when we did the headlamp relay installation. 
There are no irregularities here, nothing is broken, it’s simply to take some of the connections out of a tight corner and 
revert to Lucas bullets. 
 
Discoveries along the way. 
I drove the car out of the garage to turn it around to work on the remainder of the harness in daylight, and the engine 
died. The fuel pump had died (turned out to be a loose connection). So I decided to replace it with a new pump. I chose to 
try the Facet electronic pump. When it was eventually installed and tested. It did its job. But under night driving 
conditions some peculiar effects showed up, believed to be radio frequency interference with the LED bulbs. This was 
investigated by Peter Carss using various techniques including re-wiring the connections and installing various sizes of 
‘chokes’ to the power supply line. Given no solution was found I have reverted to the prior Carter electrical pump 
#P90091. The Facet pump is a nice pump, quiet, easy to install and works flawlessly except that it doesn’t like my LEDs.  
 



The replacement Carter pump from RockAuto arrived and was installed in exactly the spot that the thought-to-have 
failed Carter pump came out of. It runs sweetly and quietly. 
 
Tested the original Carter (sans my bad wiring job) and it too works fine. So now I have a spare just in case. 
 
But exactly how to do it? Toss it in the trunk, install it??? 
 
This morning I worked out how to do it so that it was cleanly removable and so that it could be activated quickly and at 
no additional cost.  
Tested it on the road, including swapping back and forth and it takes but a couple of minutes and then it fires up as if 
nothing has happened. 
 
So here is how I did it. The pump is a slender cylinder (see photo below) and fits behind the radiator diaphragm on the 
driver side. It is attached in its own bracket by one of the diaphragm bolts. It sits ahead of the fuel filter (an add on) in the 
engine compartment. Orientation: almost vertical, input from below, output from top, to avoid air blocks. 
The ground wire is earthed to that same bolt. The +ve wire is just a long white wire running from the spare outlet in the 
double bullet connector that feeds the original pump, taken behind the heater box across the firewall and beside the fuel 
line to the front of the engine compartment. 
 
Attached to the input to the spare pump is a length of hose long enough to reach the filter output. It can be ‘stored’ by 
connecting the other end to the top of the spare pump, thus eliminating petrol fumes. 
 
When it's needed: electrical off, etc.; disconnect the white wire feeding the main pump at the 4-way connector (if desired 
but not necessary as fuel just passes through pump even when it has failed); disconnect the hose from the filter output 
(which originally went to the carbs) and connect it to the spare pump outlet (top). Connect the length of hose on the 
spare pump inlet (already attached and ‘stored’) to the filter. Connect the spare pump’s +ve white wire to the pump. Tidy 
up. Fire up the engine and away you go. 
 
For neatness I initially rolled up the white wire when not in use. Later instead I left it connected to the bullet connector 
and the spade connector to the pump (suitably labeled) unconnected and tucked out of sight. 
 
  



Photo 1: spare pump installed in standby mode (clips not tightened yet). 
 

 
 
 
 



Photo 2: spare pump in active mode 
 

 


